LEAP Website Quest
- Student sheet

Learn, Experience, Access Professions (LEAP)

How many LEAP profession areas are there?

Name 3 LEAP partner universities.

How many LEAP Student Stories are there?

Name a Student from a Student Story from 2 different LEAP Professions.

Choose a student's story and explain why they chose their field of study.

What was the last event to happen for the Design profession?

What is the next event coming up for the Engineering profession?

What symbol is shown at the top of the Health page?

How many Law activities are available?

What do you get if you subscribe to the LEAP website?

What were the last two news articles added to the LEAP website?

How many news articles were published in the last month?
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What was the last tweet by the Leap Program?

How can you participate in a LEAP activity?

What is the range of starting salary for Design graduates?

Name 5 kinds of specialist areas for Medical Practitioners/Doctors.

Name 5 types of engineering.

What are the Top 5 Skills for Legal Professionals?

Take a screen shot of the Engineering FAQ page.

Name a school that’s attended a health event.

What does LSAP stand for?

Write the title of a Design news article.

Name an activity that individual students can apply for.

LEAP is a collaborative initiative funded through the Commonwealth’s Higher Education Participation and Partnerships Program (HEPPP)